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Margaret Dickins:  

 

June 29th 1774 - A Day in the Life of Hook Norton 

 

Margaret Dickins wrote and published the first History of Hook Norton in 1928, and it 

remains indispensable reading for anyone wishing to understand the village’s 

development before then in any depth.  Unfortunately, it cannot be said to be exciting 

reading, likely to stimulate the imagination.  However, a few years before she was 

asked to write an article for the Brymbo Works Magazine, which was published by the 

company then responsible for developing Hook Norton’s ironstone quarries. She decided to 

concentrate on a day in the life of the village, at the period she was most thoroughly 

acquainted with, and really let her imagination rip – to our considerable benefit!1   

 

There is plenty of history to be found in Hook Norton, and I could give you an 

account of a day in it a thousand years ago without any difficulty, but people of that 

day seem so far off, and have so completely disappeared, that I think it will be more 

interesting to hear of our great great grandparents. 

Let us consider Hook Norton in 1774.  I take that date because it was a very 

important date here.  In that year the Common lands of what was called the Parish 

and Liberties of Hook Norton and Southrop were enclosed, and settled legally on 

their proprietors.  I must point out first that this place is really two villages, though 

only one Parish.  More than six hundred years ago, Southrop (which means “the 

south village”) is [first] mentioned, and as late as Mr Rushton’s time2 people who 

were married or buried from the south side of the brook are entered in the registers 

as from Southrop. There is one entry where Mr Rushton has first entered Hook 

Norton, and then crossed it out and put Southrop, which shows what importance he 

attached to the difference. 

When you go up South Hill for a walk, and see those great, wild hedges 

where the blackberries grow so freely, you probably think that they must always have 

                                                           
1 Brymbo Works Magazine, vol. 3, no. 6, pages 133-37, as quoted in Rob Woolley, Hooky (1978), pp. 10-15, 
reprinted in the first of the Appendices on this website.  
2 John Rushton served as Anglican minister from 1840 to his death in 1881. 
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been there.  Should you be surprised to hear that 150 years ago [now, in 1978, 200 

years ago] there was not a hedge between Chipping Norton and Banbury?  The 

whole countryside was wild, unenclosed land, in the remoter parts covered with furze 

and thorns, but nearer the villages cultivated in small patches by a great number of 

different people. Have you ever noticed that nearly every house in Hook Norton has 

some sort of shed or barn attached to it?  Why is that? It is because nearly 

everybody in the village had a bit of land and grew his own corn, which he had to 

store.  Beside the arable land, there was pasture which was grazed by all, in various 

proportions.  People had what was called common rights, a man had perhaps one 

cow common, that is, he had the right to turn out one cow.  Or he had common rights 

for so many sheep.  There is an interesting survival of this custom in Oxford still.  As 

you go in by train, you can see on the right Port Meadow all dotted with stray horses 

and cows, turned out by their respective owners, who have the rights to graze the 

common because they are Freemen of Oxford.  Just in the same way the Townsmen 

of Hook Norton had their common rights 150 years ago.  Another right people had 

was to cut furze, which was much used for fuel when there were no railways to bring 

coal.3 

In 1774 the inhabitants of Hook Norton had come to the conclusion that it 

would be wise to have the land properly enclosed so that it could be better cultivated.  

To do that they had to get up a petition to Parliament and get an act passed, after 

which a Commission was appointed to manage the business.  The land was 

surveyed by two surveyors from different places, and valued by two valuers, also 

unconnected with the place.  These valuers and commissioners had to take a 

solemn oath that they would carry out their duties “impartially, truly, and honestly to 

the best of my skill and judgement.  So help me, God.” Two copies of this oath still 

remain in the old chest behind the organ in the Church4, but they have nearly 

crumbled into dust and I could only make out these few words, and the expressions, 

“Common Pastures, Common Grounds, Common Meadows”, which tell us what their 

subject is.  

The open field of Hook Norton was divided into two parts, called the North 

Side Field and the South Side Field, and when it was enclosed the property of some 

people was shifted from one to the other, to be nearer their farm buildings, which 

                                                           
3 “Furze” was basically another name for gorse or brushwood. 
4 Now, in 2022, in the Oxford History Centre in Cowley. 
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they called their Homesteads or Homestalls.  The land was divided into plots, one or 

more of which were “allotted” to all claimants, and called the allotment of So and So.  

The commissioners agreed that if all the open land was allotted to private owners it 

would be very hard on the poor people, who had been used to cutting furze to burn.  

So they set aside about forty acres, in the South side filed for the poor.  This 

allotment was to be in the hands of trustees for the good of the poor, and this is still 

called the Heath Allotment.5 

As soon as a man had his plot of ground allotted to him, he had [to put] a 

fence round it, and to keep it in repair, and if a road ran through it, he had to put up a 

gate, and keep that too. Before these fences were made it must have been no easy 

task, in a mist after dark, to find a way over the hill from Chipping Norton. And folks 

would have been glad to hear the Church bell ringing at 12 and at 8 o’clock to guide 

them to the town, as it was called then.  When a man had crossed a ford at the 

bottom of South Hill, and got into the ring of old enclosures and home steads, he 

would drop into the “Bell” or the “Old Red Lion” in Southrop6, or the “Sun”, for they 

were all going then, to get a mug of ale, which was about the only thing there was to 

drink in those days. 

 

Let us suppose we are taking a walk up High Street in 1774. There are no 

pavements, but as it is a fine day in the summer that will not matter.  It is June 29th, 

St Peter’s Day, and like the other towns we have a fair on the day of our Patron 

Saint. There are two fairs here, however; the other is in November, and we date and 

pay our bills by these two fairs. The horses are all up in the Horse Fair,7 but the 

booths and stalls are in the market place, by the church. Look at the butter on this 

stall, it is 8d. [3½p] a lb. There is a meat stall too; the mutton is 3½d [about 1½p] a 

lb., and the sheep’s heads are 8d each.  See the children running out of the wooden 

gates into the churchyard, they are just out of school; the school is in the church, in 

the North Transept.  They have put a fireplace and chimney in the corner. Of course, 

we don’t have any heat in the church, but we must keep the teacher from being 

frozen.  He gets a salary of £3 per year, but the children are very small. 

                                                           
5 The Hook Norton Heath Allotment Trust still functions in 2022. 
6 Not the Red Lion next to The Sun up to 1991, for that was earlier called the Pole Axe.  However, the Red Lion 
in Southrop was apparently not founded until 1837. 
7 At the bottom of what is now the Sibford Road. 
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Do you see that boy coming in from the common fields with a bag in his 

hands?  He has caught some sparrows, and he is taking their heads to the 

Churchwardens, who will give him 2d [1p] per dozen for them. The boys know that, 

and some days they manage to collect a lot, so that putting them down in the Church 

warden’s book takes up a whole page.  If a boy, or a man, is lucky enough to get 

hold of a fox, he cuts off one foot and takes that, and he gets 1/6d [7½p] or 2/- [10p] 

for it.  Other things they can get money for are snakes, hedgehogs (which they call 

urchins) and woodpeckers, which they call hickwals.  The urchins and hickwals are 

worth 4d [1½p] each.  Perhaps you wonder why Churchwardens should have 

anything to do with such things, but you know the Churchwardens and the Overseers 

make the rates and spend them, and it is to their interest to keep the place 

prosperous.   

They are having a meeting at the “Sun” now, to settle about buying the 

Workhouse here, instead of only renting it, and they say they will have to thatch it 

next year.  Just outside the door of the “Sun”, there are two constables standing.  It 

is the first year we have had constables; there is one for the North Side and one for 

the South Side.  They are looking for anyone getting too much drink, or breaking the 

law in any way.  The dungeon is very handy if they want to lock a man up.  It is 

behind John Brain’s smithy, in the Market Place, a small room with no furniture 

except a wide wooden bench, with a bar in front to which a man can be handcuffed.  

If a constable finds a horse or cow straying, he locks that up too, in the Pound.8  The 

clock has just struck and the chimes are playing. They sound well and so they ought, 

for we had a new clock only six years ago, and we are always spending money on 

new ropes and wires for the chimes.  The clock came from Mr Pinfold, of Banbury, 

and cost 21 pounds. 

Here is Mrs Sarah Goffe coming.  She is a widow and has a great deal of 

property.  They say the expense of enclosing the land is over two thousand pounds, 

what with the Act of Parliament and the lawyers and valuers, and Mrs Goffe has to 

pay the fourth largest share of it.  They must think a good deal of her, for she is the 

only woman to sign the Award.  She comes from a large family too: there is Mrs 

Elizabeth Goffe, also a widow, the two Miss Goffes, Mr Joseph and Mr Harry, and Mr 

John Goffe.  You know what a place this is for ’nicknames’.  Well, we call John Goffe 

                                                           
8 In the Horse Fair, now the Sibford Road. 
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“Nephew Goffe”, and would you believe me, that the lawyers have gone and put him 

in the Award as John Goffe, commonly called “Nephew Goffe”?  He isn’t the only one 

either.  When they wanted to put in William Hall’s name, they had to put down 

“William Hall, commonly called William Hall on the Hill”! 

Here comes a stranger, what we call a poor traveller.  You see the constable 

goes up to him at once and asks him for something, and he pulls out a paper.  The 

constable takes it to Mr Anthony Lampet, the Churchwarden, who happens to be 

standing near.  Mr Lampet takes out 6d [2½p] and the constable gives it to the poor 

traveller, and tells him he had better get on out of the Parish as soon as he can. You 

see, as we have to keep all of our own poor people out of our rates, we naturally 

don’t want poor people from other parishes on our hands.  The law is very strict in 

guarding our rights, and that paper that man carries is what we call a “Pass”, 

properly signed, which shows what parish he belongs to and allows him to pass 

through ours, but not to stay.  We don’t let any new people come and settle here if 

they are likely to come on to the parish.  As soon as any family asks for relief, we 

find out if they have got a legal settlement here.  If not, they must go before a Justice 

of the Peace and be examined, and if it is found they have come in from some other 

place, we get an order to send them back to their new parish.  Some years we have 

a great number of these forcible renewals; in 1771 we had eleven of them.  

Sometimes the other parish doesn’t want the people any more than we do, so then 

we go to law about it.  A few years ago, Tadmarton went to law with us over an order 

we got to send them a family, but we won, so they had to pay the costs as well as 

the expense of sending the people there.  Enstone did the same, made a fuss about 

a family we sent back there, but we won that case too. 

The gentleman going in such a hurry is Dr Minchin. He has got a patient very 

ill and he cannot tell if it is smallpox.  If it is, the man will have to be sent to the 

smallpox house, which the overseers rent for such cases. Last year we had a lot of 

trouble when Wiggins fell with smallpox, getting an order from Chipping Norton, and 

then it also cost 10/- [50p] carrying him to the Four Shires Stone.9  Dr Minchin says 

                                                           
9 The Four Shire Stone stands close to the A44 at the turning to Great Wolford. It marked the point where 
Oxfordshire met Warwickshire, Gloucestershire and Worcestershire before 1974, when the boundaries were 
adjusted and an isolated enclave of Worcestershire was abolished. 
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the water isn’t very good, but it’s only eleven years since we put in the new Town 

Pump; of course, it’s rather near the Churchyard.10   

That clergyman, taking off his hat to Mrs Salmon, is Mr Jones, the curate.11  

Such a neat, tidy sort of man, they say he keeps the Parish Registers beautifully, 

and he always will have things done properly.  He used to get £50 a year; now the 

commissioners have given him some land instead of the money.  It is up on South 

Hill, next to the open fields of Rollright. You see that man Mr Jones is speaking to?  

That is John Phipps, clerk and sexton.  He is just telling Mr Jones that it is 30 years 

since they had new books for the Minister and Clerk and it is high time they had 

some more.  Mr Jones laughs, and says probably it will be another four years before 

they can persuade the Churchwardens of that!  Everybody knows that Mr Anthony 

Lampet is a very careful man, and keeps the accounts so strictly that one year he put 

down in the accounts of the Vestry Meeting, “Anthony Lampet is out of pocket three 

pence half  penny [1½p].” 

Let us go up Garrett Lane, and see if Mrs Sarah Goffe is looking at the 

shearing close. I hear she has made up her mind to exchange about 15 acres of her 

land for the shearing close, and the farm buildings near it.12  The Bishop of Oxford 

owns it now but it will suit him better to exchange it for land nearer his other fields at 

Nil and Hook Norton Lodge.  The reason the Bishop has land here is that when 

Henry VIII took so much Church property, he took Hook Norton Manor too, and then 

gave it to the new Bishopric of Oxford, when he set that up.13  The Bishop gives a 

quarter of corn from his fields every year to the poor here; this is called the Bishop of 

Oxford’s Charity. 

Now it we go round the corner of the shearing close, we can see the 

homesteads of Mr Apletree, Mr Thomas Warmington, Mr Prue, Mr Daniel Lampet the 

younger, Mrs Ann Harwood and Mr Joseph Goffe.  Of course, all these buildings and 

yards have been enclosed for years, but now, look, they are actually making fences 

                                                           
10 The pump was outside The Sun and still stands there in 2022. 
11 In these years the minister was called the “perpetual curate”, though salaried. Rushton and the parish were 
not promoted to a Rectorship until 1866. 
12 At this time the Shearing Close covered most of the area from Bourne Lane to Watery Lane.  Sheep were 
sheared here and later it became the location for open-air festivities. 
13 The reference should be not to the Hook Norton Manor but the old Oseney Manor in Hook Norton.  See 
“The Fall of Oseney Abbey” and The Reformed Parish Church”, in the Middle Ages and Religious Life sections of 
this website.  
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round the fields further out!  Well, we’ve done very nicely all my time without hedges 

all over the place, but some people are never satisfied. 

 

Margaret Dickins, 1925 

 

 


